
existing, robust city infrastructure. Site-scale water 
treatment to non-potable standards provides water for 
reuse.
• Drinking water is only for drinking. All other uses 

(irrigation, toilet flushing, etc) use recycled water and the 
entire complex is “purple-piped”.

• Treating water on-site for non potable uses reduces 
potable water costs for residents and makes the City’s 
system more resilient.

• The gutters and downspouts connect to water storage 
tanks, capturing and storing rainwater.

• A membrane bioreactor for cleaning/purifying water for 
non-potable use ends in a constructed wetland landscape 
amenity for final polishing while becoming a cooling 
microclimate.

Outdoor Space and Passive Strategies:
• Trees play a central role, providing cooling shade in the 

summer and helping create the leafy, sheltered feel of the 
community canopy space;

• The water polishing system allows water to evaporate 
into the air in the hot, dry months and reduces the air 
temperature. Cool breezes through the court enter the 
units via operable windows and louvers.

• Exposed concrete floors and concrete-topped cross 
laminated timber slabs provide thermal mass for the units. 
Night purging in summer months allows for stored coolth 
and winter sun exposure allows warmth to be captured 
and radiated through the night.

• Outdoor spaces allow tenants to expand their living area 
during the mild shoulder months; if sheltering in place 
tenants have options for fresh air and sun without leaving 
their homes.

Why this design for Los Angeles:
• The bungalow court form is an iconic Los Angeles 

building strategy. 
• The shared central spaces and outdoor access within 

the site allows the climate of LA to be celebrated and 
embraced, leveraging indoor/outdoor connections to 
make small spaces feel larger.

• Shared resources, outdoor spaces, and amenities allow 
tenants to be sociable, connect with their neighbors, and 
become ingrained in their community. 

• The diversity of housing sizes and flexibility to grow 
provides for a diverse set of tenants. “Different nests for 
different birds”. 

This proposal offers a new perspective on providing 
equitable and sustainable housing in Los Angeles. 
We propose a kind of living that is based less on 
the car and individual ownership and more on the 
shared ownership (via a Community Land Trust) 
of the development that protects the residents it 
shelters. With low barriers to entry and opportunities 
for building equity even for renters of the 
smallest units, this proposal provides community, 
sustainability, and pathways to wealth generation.

Project Goals 
• Provide a low barrier-to-entry way for people to own their 

own home.
• Create a framework for wealth generation by allowing for 

tenant expansion/addition of units, business opportunities, 
and community-driven densification. 

• Ensure equitable access to healthy spaces that 
promotes wellness, connections to nature, and net-zero 
infrastructure.

Learned from the Listening Sessions
• Communities want to see themselves reflected in 

decisions made at city and neighborhood levels. 
• A variety of income levels must have access to housing; 

homeownership opportunities must be increased for all.
• Housing should be a community resource, designed to 

both house people and help them flourish. 
• A Community Land Trust (CLT) allows tenants to gain a 

toehold on the housing ladder as renters and then provide 
them support and a pathway to homeownership. Tenant 
involvement in the development from the beginning - even 
as renters - is key.

• Tenant involvement by deep involvement in the community 
by growing food, constructing additions to their homes 
as their wealth grows, and being stewards of the natural 
resources of the development.

• The served community defines density for themselves, for 
their neighborhood, and for their unique cultural attributes.

• Access to trees/nature, private outdoor space, and 
different scales of outdoor spaces for many different uses 
is critical.

• Sustainability is central. Resources are precious and the 
tenants as co-owners are stewards of these resources.

Sustainability is Central to the Community
Community Solar Microgrid:
• Through a CLT, the community “co-owns” the canopy and 

roof areas for both social spaces and resources, with solar 
panels and solar hot water, decks, bee hives, and food 
producing gardens. 

• Batteries store energy for community use with excess 
electricity sold back to the city grid.

• Resources produced (food, honey, beeswax, etc) can be 
sold at farmer’s markets or retail space.

City-provided potable water for drinking leverages the 

Revising the American Dream: 

Remix Court



Single Penguin with Chick

Rents a live/work studio to support 
their family and establishes small 3D 
printing business. The CLT-supported 
rent-to-own program allows them to 
eventually own their unit.  
 
As the business grows along with 
their wealth, they have the option of 
selling the unit and purchasing a larg-
er home elsewhere in the city, expand 
ing the 3D printing business, or even 
growing their family.

Growing Flock

This flock moves into a 2 bedroom family unit 
and as the family grows along with their savings 
account they add a second story to the unit.

The unit design provides ample room to con-
tinue growing with a variety of private outdoor 
spaces. The increased equity of the home from 
the expansion also opens up the possibility of 
buying a large home elsewhere in the city.

Humming Entrepreneur

The Entrepreneur is trying to start a sewing 
shop and has very little capital to spare. Work-
ing with the CLT they are able to come up with a 
system of low rent until the business picks up. 

At that point they are able to pay a bit more and 
shift to a rent to own model, starting to build 
wealth and giving them options to nest else-
where or grow their business.

Stellar Restauranteur

This Restauranteur built a little bit of wealth run-
ning a food truck. With enough customers they 
move into a larger unit live/work unit and set up 
a permanent restaurant.

Owning their own home and work-space allows 
them to build equity much quicker than if they 
were leasing a retail storefront which opens up 
options to reinvest

Parrot Downsizers

These parrots overleveraged their equity; the bank fore-
closed on their home. Forced out of the home they had 
lived in for years, a local CLT was able to help them find 
a new home. They are able to buy a small unit and begin 
rebuilding their wealth on a more stable footing, supported 
by a community of neighbors.

Nest Partners

These birds met on the shared community 
canopy and realized that their businesses could 
work together well.

Working together led them to a friendship which 
built to combining the equity from their busi-
nesses to buy a house elsewhere in the city and 
start a family.

Age-in-place Covey

This flock upgraded their unit and chose to 
stay here. Owning their unit and with addition-
al equity, they have the chance to focus on 
sending the fledglings to school and making 
preparations for aging in place.

Migration Patterns
in the Court Ecosystem
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Court - Level 1
The ground level provides an 
interface for the public & shaded 
spaces for hot days. It is also filled 
with sustainable & vehicle related 
services.

Maximum Area
Phase One:
4,900 SF Residential
500 SF Retail

Phase Two:
8,500 SF Residential
500 SF retail.
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Canopy - Level 2
The canopy creates a multitude of spaces with 
varying privacy levels and programs to fit differeing 
tenant needs.

6. Stair up to canopy
7. Electric vehicle parking
8. Garbage from alley
9. 10’ setback to neighbor house

10. Live/Work Unit (Phase one)
11. Live/Work Unit (Phase two)
12. Family House (Phase one)
13. Family House (Phase two)

Notes:
1. Central community gathering space
2. Shared garden spaces
3. Private outdoor spaces
4. Elevator
5. Stair down to sidewalk

Notes:
1. Pedestrian flow through retail spaces
2. Private outdoor spaces
3. Flow-through filtration system
4. Stair Plaza
5. Elevator

Level 2 Mass Timber Canopy - Main gathering space surrounded by smaller shared spacesLevel 1 Shaded Community Courtyard & Unit Entry

15’ 30’ 60’15’ 30’ 60’

Site/Landscape Plans



Live/Work Unit - Level 1
Ground Floor: 480 sf  
(includes 100 sf Retail)
Roof Terrace: 505 sf

Live/Work Unit - Level 2
Ground Floor: 480 sf 
(includes 100 sf Retail)
Second Floor: 200 SF
Outdoor Terrace: 225 SF

1. Private outdoor space
2. Entry
3. Covered Parking 
4. Storage
5. Stairs to Roof (exterior 
in Phase One, enclosed by 
tenant in Phase Two)
6. Washer/Dryer 
7. WC
8. Closet
9. Live/Work Space

10. Workstation
11. Folding bed
12. Dining/work area
13. All-electric kitchen
14. Sliding doors allow access 
to interior from street (for retail)
15. Public sidewalk 
16. Neighboring unit 
17. Court driveway entrance
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Expanded Second Level:
1. Phase 1 stairs enclosed
2. Bedroom added
3. Outdoor terrace remains, 
accessible via sliding doors

1

2

3

Live/Work Unit Interior with All-Electric Kitchen

Live/Work Unit: View from Street of Mid-Block Unit

Live/Work Unit: Phase 2 Outdoor Terrace

Live/Work Corner Unit

5’ 10’ 20’
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Family House

Family House - Level 1
Ground Floor: 750 sf
Garden: 175 sf

Family Housing - Level 2
Ground Floor: 750 sf
Garden: 175 sf
Second Floor: 650 sf
Balcony: 45 sf
Canopy Access: 30 sf

1. Entry
2. Covered Parking
3. Stairs - Exterior in Phase 
One, Enclosed in Phase 
Two
4. Storage
5. WC
6. Bedroom
7. Living Room
8. All-Electric Kitchen/Dining
9. Bedroom

10. Private outdoor space ac-
cessed via sliding doors
11. Community stair to access 
canopy above
12 Community bike-share 
parking 
13 Public sidewalk
14 Community court with cano-
py overhead

Family Kitchen/Yard Space from Alley
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Expanded Second Level:
1. Phase 2 stairs are en-
closed
2. WC
3. Washer/Dryer
4. Bedroom
5. Bedroom
6. Bedroom
7. Exterior Balcony
8. Access to Canopy
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Family Kitchen/Yard Space Interior with All-Electric Kitchen

N
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Short Street Frontage

Merging with the Existing Fabric
The housing units at Remix Court will evolve and 
grow over their lifetime, starting as a very low height 
development and growing in appropriate areas. 
The height and massing of the site holds the street 
frontage where active retail could thrive and steps 
away from neighboring residential lots to distribute 
density responsibly. 

Primarily relying on community serving shared 
resources and passive strategies, the homes at remix 
court capitalize on the mild Los Angeles climate by 
allowing for significant connections to the outdoors 
and maintaining a tight building envelope. Community 
resources for capturing rain water, generating solar 
power, storing energy, treating greywater for reuse, 
and waste management all help to offset the costs of 
systems upgrades and foster a sense of community 
and well-being. 

Long Street Frontage

All electric kitchen
Rain water 

storage tank
Grey Water

filtration system
Pervious paving &

grass-pave

Shade and food 
producing trees

Cross ventilation
Community owned 
photovoltaics

Glazing and Mass designed for 
passive radiant heat/cooling

Community solar-battery 
storage

Roof gardens for food production, bee/
butterfly habitat, and chicken coops

Sustainability & Site Strategies


